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Controls

New Generation of Control
By years of experience accumulation and constant innovation in intelligent control field, Precision has put the compre-
hensive-perfected and innovated intelligent electric actuator on the market. It has structured system design of a new
concept, reliable guarantee of performance and function. It also has the features of simple debug operations and in-
comparably superior performance, and impresses the customers with a first ever application experience by its opti-
mized creativity and design.

Key Technology of New Generation

●Absolute position encoder completely replaces the traditional conduc-

tive plastic potentiometer

● High definition and full impregnated dot- matrix LCD display system

bring you brand new visual effects

●Autorun display interface with switchable graphics or digital mode

●Actuator has functions of comprehensive diagnosis, so the failure infor-

mation can be showed and remotely transmitted by LCD

●Toughened glass material with multiple Ex certificates

● Wireless connection technology, and complete non- intrusive settings

and configuration

●Solid-state switch can enhance the operation reliability and reduce the

quantity of harnesses

●Compact technology of torque sensing can measure the torque in real

time

●Whole series of removable structure of thrust bearing is convenient for

site on-line service and installation

●Advanced timely display of operation condition

●Configurable storage function of historical data

●Modularized terminal connection structure

Highly Reliable Guarantee

It is very important for the valve operation to have an excellent reliability. Precision intelligent electric actuator is de-

signed for severe condition application with years of accumulated field application experience and the latest electron-

ic technique. The new generation of Precision actuator can effectively ensure and enhance the reliability of products

by the following means:

●Advance encoding technique of absolute position can make the feedback data more accurate and effective

●More simple and useful operation by simplifying the structure of control module

●High-resolution resolving ability of spurious signal effectively enhances the control precision

●Configurable drive signal of motor can keep the direct and reverse direction from transient breakover, so can effec-

tively prolong the service life of motor

●Coating materials with high corrosive resistance provide the actuator with roundly antiseptic guarantee

The housing protection plays a key role in long-term stability of product performance, when the actuator is used in

severe conditions. The brand- new Precision actuator uses the non- intrusive design to have the effective protection

and Ex performance, and also to be operated without turning on, even if under the dangerous circumstance.

Management of Operational Data

When running, the actuator can clearly and intuitively display the various parameters and statuses of present configu-

ration by the latest dot-matrix high definition LCD, and the interaction and loading of instructions and curves will also

become more clearly. The customer can retrieve the manufacturers data and the factory set original parameters for

site service and operation at any time.

The customer can feel free to choose the operation

mode, as the new easy- to- go actuator has more

simple and intuitive debugging and setting. You

can also debug and retrieve the parameters by spe-

cial debugging tools and supporting software on

the PC interface, besides using the operating

knobs and LCD.



Directly- connected driving hand
wheel can be changed into top-

entry or side-mounted hand wheel in
various reduction ratio per the re-

quirements of working conditions.

When power failure occurs,
you can take the emergency
manual operation by the
Manual/Electric switching
handle. The electric opera-
tion has the priority, so it
can ensure the operation
safety, even if it is ener-
gized. (Except the handle is
locked on the “Manual
Gear”position)

When power failure oc-
curs, you can take the emergen-
cy manual operation by the Manual/

Electric switching handle. The electric
operation has the priority, so it can en-
sure the operation safety, even if it is en-

ergized. (Except the handle is locked
on the “Manual Gear”position)

Local Switch Using acute Hall switch,
customers can finish the local setting and calibra-
tion through the customized menu options. Non-
intrusive design can keep mechanical buttons
from failures and protective defects, and also
from the troublesome of cover-opening debug.

Transformer
It provides the control system with
various voltages, and the multi-path
isolated output of voltage ensures
the internal and external signal iso-
lated with each other to enhance
the anti-interference performance.

Valve Position Feedback
Using precise optical- electricity encoder provides
reliable basis for precisely controlling the valve po-
sition. When power failure occurs, the encoder will
enter power saving mode; when manual operat-
ing, the encoder will automatically activate to keep

the constant record of valve motion.

Torque Sensor
Real- time measuring output torque of actuator
and the directly- measured torque measuring
mode with calibration can ensure the actuator of
reliable and stable measurement during the whole

life cycle.

Overheat Protection If the coil is overheating, the
two thermostats inside the coil can detect the tem-
perature of coil, and cut off the circuit of actuator.

Special- designed motor for
actuator application, with
bigger starting torque and
low inertia
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Safe and Reliable Electronic Control System

The electronic control system of actuator use the industry- leading 32 bits
MCU which requires special safety and criticality, and this type of system
(SIL3) is specific and certified for safety criticality, including: dual- core CPU
running in lockstep mode, Logic Built-In Self-Test (LBIST) of CPU, flash memo-
ry with ECC and RAM (protecting the bus), PBIST, CRC, peripheral RAM with
parity protection, and so son critical characteristics, meanwhile it supplies
the computing performance of more than 250 DMIPS, more than 2MB flash
memory on-chip, and various high-performance intelligent real-time control-
ling and communicating peripherals. It allows the electronic system for
steady and reliable operation on the basis of simplifying the circuit design.

Display System

The new generation of actuator uses the large size LCD which is dot-matrix
and high definition, and the display area has been increased by 30%, so the
information interaction is more clear and intuitive. It can keep normal opera-
tion at - 40℃ with the support of internal temperature control system. The
LCD itself has the functions of regular self-inspection and reset to avoid error
codes after long- term operation. The protective toughened glass uses the
Anti-glae to ensure the wide angle sunlight readable. The backlight will self-
regulate the brightness as the outside light, and the customized designs sat-
isfy the customers with application experience.

Torque Measurement and Alarm

The actuator is equipped with measuring system for output shaft, and it
has been accurately calibrated before delivery to effectively ensure the
actuator without measured deviation during the whole life cycle. This sys-
tem will real-time monitor the changes of output-shaft torque during the
whole process of actuator motion, and then send the measuring results
to the CPU for processing and displaying; it not only can ensure the actu-
ator with accurate output torque, but only can keep the torque from
overrunning by accident, therefore, it can effectively keep the actuator
and motor safe, from abnormal damage, and give it longer service life. If
the torque output can’t meet the demands or the torque overrunning
occurs, the CPU will immediately take procedure actions, and show the
failure status on the LCD to remind the users of detecting and dealing
with the failure.

Non-intrusive Parameter Setting

The actuator uses the non- intrusive design which is widely used in
this field. The control and parameter setting of actuator use the non-
contact Hall sensor switch and infrared manual operator, and it is
suitable for the site of severe conditions. As you needn’t open the
cover to debug, you can operate it in simple way, and avoid the pos-
sibility that the internal actuator may be damaged. You can make
best use of the actuator.

The Self- Correction of Phrase Se-
quence and Out- Phrase Protec-
tion of Three-Phrase Motor

The module which can self-correct phrase sequence and pro-
tect the out-phrase is fixed inside the actuator which is con-
nected to three- phrase power. After each energization, the
system will automatically analyze the phrase sequence of
three- phrase AC power, and then correct the sequence to
avoid the manual phrase- conducting. When the actuator is
running, the module will monitor the status of three- phrase
motor in real time. If the missing phrase occurs, the CPU will
immediately stop energizing for the motor, and then give an
alarm through the LCD.

Temperature Adjusting System

The actuator is equipped with high-precision digital tempera-
ture sensor and heating device which can timely measure the
temperature inside the actuator. When the temperature is
lower than the set value, the heating device will start to keep
the temperature no lesser than certain value, so this type is
especially suitable for the north cold region.
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Remote Valve Position and Alarm

The actuator is equipped with standard 4- 20mA feedback signal of

valve position and various switching signal of failure alarm, and the

feedback information can be sent to the control room by cables to pro-

vide the remote control system with reliable information.

High- Precision Measurement of Valve
Position

The standard configured 24 bits photoelectric absolute encoder has

the rotating speed of 6000 rpm, and it can accurately record and cali-

brate the valve position without battery auxiliary. Meanwhile, the soft-

ware uses the redundancy reading technology to ensure the position

information accurate and avoid the troublesome that normal incre-

mental encoder needs battery. In that case, you can ensure the CPU

can receive the accurate information of valve position.

Field Bus

Besides the standard 4-20mA modulating control, the ac-

tuator also is equipped with various industrial control bus-

es according to the demands of customers, including:

MODBUS, CAN bus, PEOFIBUS and FF bus, and HART com-

munication module is available. The master station can

collect the data from and control the actuator by the

above buses.

Unique Failure Diagnosis System

The actuator is equipped with an independent failure diagnosis system

from the operation control system, and this system bases on CPLD.

When the diagnosis operation runs, the diagnosis system collects and

processes the parameters of each point from the operation control sys-

tem; meanwhile it will switch the LCD into diagnosis mode. After the

completion of diagnosis, it will display the diagnosis information. The

independent diagnosis system ensures the information real and solid.

Frequency Control Module (Optional)

The actuator can be equipped with frequency control mod-
ule, and this module uses the voltage space vector (SVPWM)
frequency conversion calculation principle and DSP software
algorithm to control the open loop speed when the motor is
in 5- 100Hz and it can smoothly regulate the speed during
the whole travel. It can also avoid the “water hammer” and

“cavitations”. In addition, it can linearize the flow character-
istics curves by the feature of variable rotating speed, so that
it can improve the quality of field control.

Historical Data Recording (Optional)

The actuator can be equipped with historical data recoding
module, and the module will record the signal size, valve
feedback information, torque size, temperature inside the ac-
tuator and failure information during the operation, and then
it will storage them into the high- capacity EEPROM. All the
data will be stored in circulating storage mode, so the cus-
tomers can retrieve the operation record in the last three
days. The customers can download the record into the PC by
data cable or wireless interface, and then use the analysis
software to deal with the data.
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Diagnosis of Operation Failure

Inspection Process of Power
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Main Performance and Parameter

Power

Control Signal

Position Detection

Motion Switching

Resolution

Output Signal

Input Impedance

Forbidden Time

Limit Switch

Protection Class

Mounting Angle

Conduit Outlets

Ex Marking

Temperature

Allowable Vibration

Relative Humidity

Sensitivity

Atmospheric Pressure

Midway limit

Clearance

Surge Immunity

Electrostatic Discharge

External Field

Service Life

Single Phrase（220VAC±10%）、Three Phrase（380V.AC±10%）

Standard：4～20mA.DC、1～5V.DC
Optional：PROFIBUS BUS、FF BUS、HART Protocol

Standard：24 Bits Photoelectric Absolute Encoder

Solid State Relay

<0.4%

4～20mA、Switching Value

250Ω

0～99 seconds Adjustable

Open Section、Close Section

Normal IP55、Ex IP65

Omnibearing

Normal: 2-M20×1.5、Ex: 2-M27×1.5

Exd II CT6

-40～80℃

Below 1.5G

5%～98%

0.5%-5% Continuously Adjustable

86～106KPa

Open Limit: 50%～100%、Close Limit: 0～50%

Rotary Travel<1%、Linear Travel<1mm

1kV

4kV

<400A/m，50Hz

50000 times Open/Close/Open Cycle

AE6600 Series Performance and Parameter
Output torque

Range of Thrust

Range of Stem Size

Torque Range After Connecting to 90° Slewing Drive

Model

Output torque Nm

Thrust kN

Diameter of Stem mm

Final Torque Nm

AE6610

3~7

1.5~60

14~40

280~30000

AE6620

10~18

AE6660

21~90

AE6690

130~260
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